Abstract Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS) are a standard approach for large-scale common variation characterization and for identification of single loci predisposing to disease. However, due to issues of moderate sample sizes and particularly multiple testing correction, many variants of smaller effect size are not detected within a single allele analysis framework. Thus, small main effects and potential epistatic effects are not consistently observed in GWAS using standard analytical approaches that consider only single SNP alleles. Here, we propose unique methodology that aggregates variants of interest (for example, genes in a biological pathway) using GWAS results. Multiple testing and type I error concerns are minimized using empirical genomic randomization to estimate significance. Randomization corrects for common pathway-based analysis biases, such as SNP coverage and density, linkage disequilibrium, gene size and pathway size. Pathway Analysis by Randomization Incorporating Structure (PARIS) applies this randomization and in doing so directly accounts for linkage disequilibrium effects. PARIS is independent of association analysis method and is thus applicable to GWAS datasets of all study designs. Using the KEGG database as an example, we apply PARIS to the publicly available Autism Genetic Resource Exchange GWAS dataset, revealing pathways with a significant enrichment of positive association results.
Introduction
Genome wide association studies (GWAS) have successfully identified numerous genetic risk factors for many common diseases, however, only single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) with the strongest p values are generally declared significant due to issues arising from multiple testing and type I error concerns (Manolio et al. 2008) . Many biologically meaningful associations of lower effect size are thus left languishing in the sea of false-positive associations. Systematic grouping of these SNPs could reveal novel biological pathways or systems underlying disease susceptibility. To detect these effects, multiple methods have been proposed (Askland et al. 2009; Holmans et al. 2009; Hong et al. 2009; Lesnick et al. 2007 ; O' Dushlaine et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2007 ), most focusing on examining a subset of genes functionally related in biological pathways.
Pathway-based analyses of GWA data are subjected to multiple biases including gene size, pathway size, chip coverage and linkage disequilibrium (LD) patterns. At a standard type I error rate of a = 0.05, each SNP tested has a 5% chance of being associated with disease by chance alone. Testing more SNPs therefore increases the number of false positive associations. Thus, genes with more SNPs tested have an a priori increased likelihood of having a greater number of markers associated by chance. Larger pathways with more genes similarly increase this potential bias. Furthermore, if a SNP is falsely associated, it is likely that other SNPs in LD with it will be falsely associated as well. The aforementioned pathway analysis methods elegantly control for the issues related to multiple testing biases. Several of the more cited methods (and the one presented in this manuscript) are described in Table 1 .
We sought a pathway analysis method that would operate independent of study design and would be fully and easily customizable while maintaining independence of the statistical methodology used to calculate single locus association values. This method would regard the pathway as a single unit, rather than a collection of the genes within. Several existing methods have been designed specifically for pathway enrichment analysis from GWA data, but each has its limitations. For example, many require the original dataset for a computationally intensive permutation of casecontrol status to account for multiple testing, gene size/SNP coverage and LD biases. In this design, datasets arising from family based designs are converted to case-pseudo control structure and re-analyzed for current pathway analysis algorithms. Other methodologies are independent of study design, but are limited by use of specific pathway databases. An ideal method would function similarly regardless of study design, and therefore, would need to control for multiple testing, gene size/SNP coverage and LD biases in novel fashion. Pathway Analysis by Randomization Incorporating Structure (PARIS) is a pathway analysis algorithm that functions independently of study design and assigns significance to a pathway through permutation of the genome rather than permutation of affectation status. Such a design does not require the original dataset and is far less computationally intensive than methods requiring permutation of affectation status. In this paper we utilize the KEGG collection of pathways, but in theory, this method can be applied to any pre-existing database or novel gene-set. To our knowledge, PARIS represents the first methodological attempt at permutation of the genome to account for potential biases in analysis.
Methods

Concept of features
Pathway analysis algorithms assess the presence of significant entities, usually either gene or SNP, over-represented within a biological pathway or ad hoc gene-set. Throughout this paper our references to ''pathway'' include both concepts. PARIS also assesses the presence of significant entities; however, PARIS approaches this somewhat differently by counting the number of significant p value associations in a pathway for independently inherited ''features'' rather than using a gene-based p value or individual SNPs. Features are defined as blocks of linkage disequilibrium (LD) and individual SNPs in linkage equilibrium (LE). Therefore, we refer to LD blocks as 'LD Features' and SNPs in regions of LE as 'LE features'. LD feature boundaries were generated using Hapmap CEPH samples (release 27) using the Gabriel et al. method as implemented in Haploview using the default parameters (Barrett et al. 2005) . LD boundaries are determined by the 5 0 and 3 0 SNP positions of the LD block. LE boundaries were the genomic inverse to areas of LD. Conceptually, PARIS allows for analysis of different ancestral Table 2 . Consider a large LD feature consisting of 101 SNPs as tested in a dataset, in this case the CEU HapMap samples. Looking at Table 2 , a comparable block of 101 SNPs or greater is relatively rare in the genome (n = 898 of 134,305 total LD features). As a result, selecting a sufficient number of unique blocks of equal size for permutation tests that estimate an empiric p value for a pathway is not possible. While there are considerably more SNPs typed in the HapMap samples than in a standard dataset, this observation is inherent to any genome-wide dataset regardless of genotyping platform. Therefore, PARIS places (by size) LD features containing two or more typed SNPs into bins of roughly 10,000 features each. To accomplish this, PARIS assigns each LD feature a unique ID and first sorts by feature size. Next, the order of features within each size is randomized. For example, PARIS randomly sorts all of the LD features of SNP size 2, 3, 4, etc., separately so that the list is still in order by size, but LD features of each size are randomly ordered. PARIS assigns features to bins in this order, making cutoffs to achieve the desired feature per bin size. This is done uniquely for each GWAS as differing SNP chips and quality control efforts will cause the SNP distribution within and across features to vary from dataset to dataset. Features are compared to Table 3 shows the LD feature size distribution in an example GWAS dataset that uses the Illumina 550k genotyping platform.
PARIS methodology
Using the unique LD and LE feature-based signature of the actual pathway as a template, PARIS is designed to create multiple randomized collections of features culled from the remainder of the genome to mimic the size and number of features of the actual pathway under investigation. The overall methodology of PARIS is depicted in Fig. 2 . PARIS calculates an empiric p value for each pathway under investigation through comparison of the number of statistically significant features in the actual pathway and the multiple randomized collections of features. We deemed a feature to be statistically-significant if it contains at least one SNP having a p value of \0.05 (a user defined criterion). Randomization of LD and LE features drawn from the entire genome allows PARIS to control for gene and pathway size biases inherent to pathway analysis of GWAS data. It is important to note that although PARIS calculates empiric p values within each pathway, the testing of multiple pathways by PARIS must still be taken into account.
Detailed analysis of pathways of interest
Once pathways of interest are identified, PARIS conducts a detailed analysis of each pathway. In a pre-defined pathway database, it is possible for a single gene to be present in multiple pathways. It is of interest to look at each pathway in detail to identify the source of the signal. For example, is the pathway seen as significant because of one gene with many significant features or are many genes in the pathway contributing to the signal? Through an examination of each gene in the pathway we can determine which genes are responsible for the significant pathway signal. To assess the contribution of each gene to the overall pathway signal, we perform a permutation test based on the features present in the single gene to assign an empirical p value to each gene in the pathway, referred to the ''Gene p value''. This analysis can be thought of, and is methodologically identical to a PARIS pathway analysis in which the pathway contains one gene. It should be noted that this statistic is meant to assess contribution of the features within a gene to the significance of the overall pathway and is not designed to test for significance within any given gene. Sample output from this procedure of PARIS is seen in Table 4 , and visualized in Fig. 3 .
Results
Methodology testing and bias reduction
We performed tests to assess bias reduction using the publicly available Autism Genetic Resource Exchange (AGRE) GWAS dataset genotyped on the Illumina 550 k platform and analyzed by Ma et al. (2009) . Full details of the GWAS analysis are available in that manuscript. This analysis consists of 487 Caucasian AGRE families. We first tested the efficacy of our method through a negative control by creating collections of randomly culled features to mimic the structure of all actual KEGG pathways. For example, if a KEGG pathway was comprised of 10 features from bin 1 and 10 features from bin 5, we selected 10 features randomly from both bins 1 and 5 to mimic the genetic architecture of the pathway; the end result being 204 collections of randomly culled features with the same feature structure as the 204 actual KEGG pathways. This provides an estimate of the false positive rate. This analysis was repeated 100 times. For 204 KEGG pathways we expect to see on average *10 significant at p \ 0.05. We saw, on average, 11.9 pathways associated per repetition at p \ 0.05. Thus, our method sees 5.9% pathways as significant by chance.
We assessed the impact of PARIS on gene size, pathway size and LD block structure on PARIS. We reasoned that if these variables were confounding the results it would be evident in the final empiric p values assigned to each pathway. To test the effect of gene size, pathway size and LD block structure, we compared PARIS results to a simple method in which we deemed a particular gene in a pathway statistically significant if two or more SNPs tested As an example, we analyze ''Pathway A'', consisting of 80 total features (30 from bin 1 and 50 from bin 5). We consider a feature significant if any SNP found within has a p \ 0.05, and perform 1,000 permutation tests to assign significance to Pathway A. In our example Pathway A, we count 30 significant features. We randomly select from bins 1 (n = 30 features) and 5 (n = 50 features) to mimic the structure of Pathway A, creating ''Random A''. Features are selected without replacement. We then count the number of significant features in Random A, replacing all features to their respective bins for the next iteration. We then create 999 more Random A pathways, tallying the number of times there are more significant features (p \ 0.05) in Random A than in Pathway A. This happens seven times in our hypothetical example giving us a p value for Pathway A of 0.007 had p \ 0.05 in the single-allele analysis. We performed a v 2 test on the number of genes in the pathway meeting this criterion relative to the expected number of significant genes. The expected number of significant genes was based on the pathway size in number of genes. For example, in a pathway of 100 genes, the expectation is 5 significant genes by chance alone at p \ 0.05. In this scenario, the number of SNPs tested per gene and the number of genes in the pathway should affect the empiric p value assigned to each pathway.
Linear regression analyses of the p value assigned to a particular pathway on gene size, pathway size and LD block structure variables were calculated (Stata intercooled for Windows 9.0). The linear regression coefficients and p values for these analyses are indicated in Table 5 . Results for log-transformed and untransformed p values were similar. Results for untransformed p values are presented. It is apparent that the p value assigned to a pathway is significantly correlated with pathway size and LD structure (''Comparison Method'' in Table 5 ) whereas the implementation of PARIS (''PARIS'' in Table 5 ) removes these significant relationships.
We also slightly altered the negative control described previously to intentionally introduce a size-related bias. By inflating the size of the LD features, we reasoned we should see a return of size related biases to final p values of a pathway. Thus, instead of selecting LD features from bins at random to create a random collection of features, we created a size-biased collection of features by selecting the largest features in their respective bins. For example, if a pathway had 7 features from bin 9, instead of choosing 7 features from bin 9 at random, we chose the 7 largest features from bin 9. We observed that by artificially inflating LD feature size, bias could be reinstated (''Biased Negative Control'' in Table 5 ).
Thus, PARIS reduces bias in a quantifiable manner lessening the effect on p value assigned to the pathway from the parameters tested by roughly two orders of magnitude when compared to our simple v 2 based method. Notably, the trend of each relationship was reversed. While the relationship of number of features per pathway to p value trends towards significance (p = 0.093), bias is substantially reduced from the comparison method. Furthermore, by artificially inflating pathway feature size, we were able to re-insert bias related to gene and pathway size, suggesting that our method appropriately confronts these issues.
We observed that as the size of the LD features increases, their distribution within the bins widens. For example, bin 8 (Table 3 ) has a LD feature size distribution Table 4 . In green are genes annotated in the KEGG database, in white are genes not annotated in the KEGG database. In blue are genes that show nominal significance in the ''Gene p value'' test in the detailed pathway analysis, and the gene symbols for the nominally significant genes are listed beside the KEGG annotation. Genes that were not nominally associated, but in the pathway are: 2.3.1.9 = ACAT1 and ACAT2; 2.3.3.10 = HMGCS1 and HMGCS2; 2.8.3.5 = OXCT2 of 8-53 SNPs. We considered the possibility that altering the number of bins could affect results as it would alter the distribution of feature sizes. We therefore tested the number of bins, examining 5, 10 (as described) and 20 bins. For all KEGG pathways tested, the empiric p value assigned to the pathway varied only slightly as a result of doubling or halving the number of bins (data not shown).
Application of PARIS
As an example of applying PARIS, we used single-SNP data from a family-based study design dataset; the AGRE autism study as analyzed by the pedigree disequilibrium test (PDT) from an analysis that includes only the Caucasian AGRE families ). Samples were genotyped on the Illumina 550k gene chip and full quality control and analysis methods are described elsewhere ). We used a threshold of p \ 0.05 to determine feature significance and extended the boundaries of each gene by 50 kb in each direction to account for possible promoter variation effects. Using PARIS, we found 17 of 204 (8.3%) KEGG pathways in which nominally significant single-allele p values were enriched (Table 6 ). Upon closer inspection many pathways are interrelated and driven by signals from features in the same genes. For example, four pathways (hsa00040, hsa00053, hsa00980, hsa00860) are driven by signals in the same core set of genes, those in the uridine diphosphate glycosyltransferase 2 family of proteins (UGT2A1, UGT2A3, UGT2B4, UGT2B7, UGT2B11, UGT2B28). These genes are located contiguously within a 2 MB region at chromosome 4q13.2. The pathway incorporating these genes and the smallest number of other genes is the most statistically significant (hsa00040; p \ 0.001). As more genes are added to this core set and the pathways increase in size, significance diminishes. Full detailed output for each pathway (by gene) identified by PARIS as nominally significant is seen in the Supplemental Tables.
Discussion
Here, we present a novel method for identification of pathways or gene-sets by analysis for overrepresented statistically significant SNPs. PARIS assigns significance and corrects for multiple testing by randomization of the entire genome rather than affection status. PARIS directly incorporates genomic LD structure and is not subject to bias due to number of SNPs tested in a gene nor areas of differing LD structure. A potential weakness to the PARIS algorithm is the necessary binning procedure. As the size of LD features increases, their frequency decreases in the genome. While we acknowledge that the larger LD features are compared to a wider array of LD feature sizes (SNPs tested) than smaller ones due to binning, we did not observe bias in increasing (or decreasing) statistical significance towards pathways which contain the largest LD features. Conversely, features of modest size are numerous within the genome and are spread across multiple bins. This could bias results if the distribution of p values of the features differed between the bins. However, we did not observe any difference in the distribution of p values between bins of similar size (data not shown).
Other publicly available pathway analysis algorithms are listed in Table 1 . Some methods were originally designed to analyze microarray studies. Others, such as ALIGATOR, ProxyGeneLD, the SRT and now PARIS were designed explicitly for pathway-based analysis of GWA studies. The method closest in ideology to PARIS is ProxyGeneLD, which utilizes the concept of ''features'' to determine the overall significance of a gene directly incorporating LD and gene size into the calculation (Hong et al. 2009 ). ProxyGeneLD determines a gene-wide p value from the lowest p value of the individual SNPs, or the lowest p value in a cluster multiplied by the number of individual SNPs and clusters that fall within the gene boundaries; essentially a Bonferroni-style correction for the multiple independently inherited features within a gene. The user is then able to choose a final analysis program to examine enrichment of significant genes in a pathway and the authors demonstrate use of DAVID, Gene Set Enrichment Algorithm (GSEA-P) and Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA). While the concept of LD and LE features is similar, PARIS differs from this method in several ways. First, PARIS permutes the genome rather than applying a Bonferroni-type correction to correct for multiple testing. In a Bonferroni-type correction, larger genes could be overly penalized, especially in studies of modest size. Second, while in this manuscript we use the Gabriel et al. method to define LD block structure, PARIS will allow for usage of LD block structure based on different methodologies. Finally, PARIS departs from the concept of using a gene-based p value to determine significance of the pathway and considers the structure of the pathway as a whole.
We have shown that biases related to LD, chip coverage, gene and pathway size are significantly reduced compared to a naïve analysis. As proof of concept, we applied PARIS to a GWAS analysis of the Caucasian AGRE autism families. Our exploratory analysis identified seventeen pathways with overrepresented significant SNPs in the GWA analysis. Further analysis of the genes comprising several of these pathways identifies genes in the uridine diphosphate glycosyltransferase 2 family of proteins, located contiguously at chr4p13.2, underlie the significance seen in multiple pathways. The possibility exists that either overlapping features or the close proximity of these genes in which residual LD between the genes could be causing a spurious significant signal. The first scenario is unlikely as PARIS only counts features once per pathway, regardless of the number of genes it overlaps. The latter is a possibility, and was also noticed in the work of Hong et al. (2009) , in that genes in close proximity retain a higher than basal amount of residual LD which could lead to false positives.
Another significant pathway, hsa00072-synthesis and degradation of ketone bodies ( Fig. 3; Table 4 ), helps to illustrate the potential for biological interpretation. This pathway was chosen for presentation due to its small size, but further exploration identifies several genes involved in acetoacetate metabolism as driving the signal of the overall pathway. These genes have not been associated with autism individually, however together they could affect acetoacetate levels, which can potentially lead to an elevation of GABA (c-aminobutyric acid) content in synaptosomes (Greene et al. 2003) . Multiple studies support a role for the GABA neurotransmitter system in autism susceptibility and with epilepsy and seizures, suggesting a potential common mechanism for these often co-morbid conditions (Blatt 2005; Delahanty et al. 2009; Dhossche et al. 2002) . Analyses of additional datasets will ultimately show if these genes and pathways are implicated in autism etiology.
Although we document the use of one pre-defined set of pathways, in theory, PARIS can be applied to any preexisting database, novel gene-set or single gene. Furthermore, PARIS is fully customizable to suit user preferences. Although the default settings mirror those described in this manuscript, PARIS can be configured to use any LD feature bin size, significance threshold, or gene boundary extension the user desires. PARIS requires a simple input file that includes chromosome, SNP name and p value (derived from the primary GWAS single-allele analysis). Finally, PARIS currently defines LD and LE feature boundaries based on the HapMap CEU Caucasian dataset and therefore is currently useful for datasets of similar ancestry. Further optimizations of PARIS will allow for multiple ancestries and LD determination algorithms.
PARIS is available for download at http://chgr.mc. vanderbilt.edu/ritchielab/subscriptions.
